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QUESTION 1

What is a prerequisite for modeling outsourced manufacturers with production capacity? 

A. Model production costs for internal and external production resources to model priority. 

B. Model target inventory and stocks at the outsourced location. 

C. Ensure that multiple modes of transportation are set up. 

D. Use production lead times and offsets to manage components at the outsourced location. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

You need to define a new logic for a key figure to drive values from the PERPRODCUSTREGION level to the
PERPRODCUST level. Which of the following configuration options are possible for this process? Note: There are 2
correct Answers to this question. 

A. Splitting the values from detailed to aggregated level by using copy operator 

B. Splitting the values from aggregated to detailed level based on stored split-factor key figure 

C. Splitting the values from aggregated to detailed level based on time profile attribute 

D. Splitting the values from aggregated to detailed level using multiplication by the proportions 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 3

What type of key figure requires a planning level to have all attributes as roots? 

A. The conversion key figure, such as exchange rate 

B. The special key figure marked as an aggregate key figure 

C. The time independent key figure, such as FCSTMAPE 

D. The attribute transformation key figure, such as PERIODID1 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

Which are the mandatory preconditions for an attribute that can be used for saving the segmentation results? Note:
There are 2 correct Answers to this question. 
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A. It should be a non-key attribute of the master data type. 

B. The length of the attribute needs to be 18 digits. 

C. It belongs to a simple or compound master data type. 

D. Its data type is INTEGER and its length has been specified. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following is one of the functions of multi-echelon inventory optimization? 

A. Ability to optimize delivery costs between different locations 

B. Ability to optimize lead times between different locations 

C. Ability to maintain high external service levels with low internal service levels 

D. Ability to maintain high external service levels with high internal service levels 

Correct Answer: C 
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